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Best music sites reddit

Other than this subreddit, what is some good music news and review websites? Any other subreddits for reviews/news? Thanks! The following list are sources for music discovery tools and websites. Feel free to add to this list via comments as I don't include everything. The list is in alphabetical order. Definitely discuss some of your
favorites and music discovery tips. I created the following playlist on Spotify utilizing these sources. Check the playlist if you're curious. It consists of thousands of tracks across many genres and hundreds of hours of listening. Playlist: | Curated radio stations.7citals | Listen for free to millions of playlists, all lovingly handmade by people like
you who know and love music. Select a top playlist below or explore playlists by artist, genre or activity above.977music | Channels of free internet radio programmed by real people that you can tune into at any time - no account required! AccuRadio | AccuRadio is customizable Internet radio that is better radio for your workday. That's
because they've designed thousands of handmade music channels that will sound good all day long. Plus, they offer unlimited jumps and always 100% free. AllMusic | AllMusic is an extensive and in-depth resource to find out more about the albums, bands, musicians and songs you love. Amazon Digital Music | Millions of songs.
Appcrawlr | App registration related to music applications. Apple/iTunes | Apple music and iTunes music folder. Armada Music | Directory of Armin van Buuren's ever-growing Armada label and its DJs. Artist Explorer | Enter an artist name or genre and explore relationships between over 2,000,000 artists on Spotify.AudioRealm | Curated
music stations. Barnes &amp; Noble Music Store | Hit CD under Format and browse their entire collection or filter it down further. Beatport | Founded in 2004 as the main source of music for DJs, Beatport today is the worldwide home of electronic music to DJs, producers, and their fans. Beatport Store offers music in premium digital
formats and provides unique music discovery tools created for and by DJs. Billboard | Browse their charts and its historical archive. Blitzr | litzr is a brand new music tech startup providing metadata driven solutions. BlueBeat | With over 2.2 million tracks, BlueBeat offers something for everyone, from 15th-century Renaissance music and
ragtime to today's pop hits. Registered U.S. BlueBeat members can create their own playlists, and any user can listen to popular playlists created by other members. Best of all, you can start listening to BlueBeat right now, for free! Cook the frog Create a seamless playlist between two artists. CD Universe | CD Universe carries a large
selection of music CDs. Can browse browse the entire catalog by genre. Digitally imported | Digitally imported is #1 online radio network for Electronic Music fans all over the world. One of the first online radio networks to go live in 1999, DI has grown into a destination and lifestyle for over 3 million unique listeners who tune in each month.
Digitally imported offers something unique to any electronic music fan, no matter what style of music you love. Discotheque | On a mission to build the largest and most comprehensive music database and marketplace. Imagine a site with discography of all labels, all artists, all cross-references, and an international marketplace built out of
that database. It's out of love for music. DJTunes | DJTUNES is a leading provider of legal downloads of electronic dance music. Download from over 800,000 high quality MP3s by Electro House, House Music, Trance, Minimal, Progressive, and Techno track - 320 or 128 MP3 file formats, all DRM-free. Listen and buy releases from top
DJs, artists and labels. Preview, Select and Buy your music now on DJTUNES. EchoNest Static Playlist | Put in your filters and discover some music. Every noise at once | This is an ongoing attempt at an algorithmic-generated, readability-adjusted scatter-plot of the musical genre-space, based on data tracked and analyzed for 1496
genres by Spotify.Filtr | Filtr - the industry-leading playlists and music anchors Filtr is the world's leading third-party playlist service with over 16 million playlists across music services such as Spotify, Deezer and YouTube. It is also home to the legendary Filtr Playlist Generator.Find the band | They help you find great music! Write an artist
you love and get similar artists recommended. Frogtoon | Youtube music mashup. Genius | Genius is the world's largest collection of lyrics and crowdsourced musical knowledge. Google Play Music | Music store and digital music platform with millions of songs. GotRadio | GotRadio is a free online internet radio station network with 48
channels of professionally programmed music. Hype Machine | Every day, thousands of people all over the world write about music they love – and it all ends here. If you dig | Type the name of a musical artist you're digging, and if you want to tell you which other artists you're statistically most likely to also dig. Use it to find new music.
Plus, you can preview songs by each artist without leaving the site.iHeartRadio | Radio station programming. [IMDB) ( | Did you know that you can find out the music played in a movie or a IMDB.com? Each movie/show has a soundtrack section. Link offers an example from Furious 7.IndieShuffle | At Indie Shuffle, they think humans are
better than robots when it comes to music discovery. Think about it. How many of your favorite bands were recommended by a friend? That's why they've team of international writers to bring you the best music, music, indie rock, hip hop, electronic, and everything in between. It's music discovery driven by real people. Take advantage of
the Random feature. Jango | Great Pandora Alternative with Unlimited Jumps... A free custom radio that plays what you like to hear. Jango is about making online music easy and fun - a free online music streaming service that allows you to create custom radio stations. You choose your favorite band or singer, and Jango will start playing
music from it and other similar artists. You can further refine your stations by classifying songs so that they play more often or never again. Jango also has hundreds of finished stations broken down by genre like Hip Hop, Rock, Country or Classical and themes like Hits from the 80s, Christmas Classics or Today's top 100.JazzRadio |
JAZZRADIO.com was launched in 2009 to bring outstanding jazz music to passionate fans all over the world. Today they offer over 35 channels of curated jazz music ranging from the earliest days of Jazz, to the swinging sounds of Big Bands and the classical era of Bebop, through the more modern styles of Smooth Jazz, Current Jazz
and contemporary vocalists. We have also curated the best international music on channels such as Latin Jazz, Gypsy Jazz and Bossa Nova.Juno Download | They have over 5 million dance tracks available on MP3, WAV, FLAC, AIFF &amp; ALAC - plus EDM exclusives, DJ charts, recommendations &amp; more... Last.fm | Music
community run by music lovers. Magic playlist | Make the playlist of your dreams based on a song. Try for free. Moosic | Enter one or more tracks to generate a playlist of similar tracks. You can then add it to your Spotify account. MusicBrainz | Music meta-data database. Musical Map by Spotify | A profile of the best tracks on Spotify by
individual cities around the world. Music uppers | People often listen to music according to the mood they want, whether to strengthen the state they are in or rather to change it. Musicovery has created a graphical interface to meet this need, the mood pad: it shows two axes - dark/positive and calm/energetic - axes that are continuous
and progressive, and offer an infinite variety of moods; Each song has a specific position on mood pads. When rolling over the mood pad, music samples are played, allowing the listener to intuitively find the mood and the music he wants, and to launch the program from the desired position. MvBanana | Random but popular music videos
via YouTube.MySpace Music | Music content provided by MySpace.Napster | No. You didn't get it wrong. Official charts | The official charts have been a central part of British popular culture for 60 years and counting. Very similar to Billboard.com.Online Radio Box | Provides a convenient way to listen to thousands of different online radio
stations from literally every country in the world. They have thoroughly collected live radio streams, covers all music genres and formats. They are broadcast on both FM and AM frequencies, and together with radio stations, covers hundreds of cities and regions from all over the world. And here you have them all bundled on just one
website and within a free app with a very easy and fast player. We do not stop and constantly fill our catalogue with new radio stations. The catalog radio playlist logs go back a week. Pandora | Personal music curated stations utilize Music Genome Project.Pitchfork | Music publication and professional music reviews. Playlists |
Playlists.net a place where playlists can be discovered and submitted by anyone with a Spotify account. It is the most popular playlist sharing site and has a very active community of curators and users who are eager to share and discover interesting playlists (which you won't find in Spotify Browse) of all genres focusing on new music.
The site has over 170,000 playlists uploaded on it since its inception, over 400,000 registered uses and up to 1.5 million monthly visitors. Presto | Build a personal music station based on your favorite artists and genres, or even your Last.fm account. Presto does the rest. Discover new artists so easily that you'll think it's magical. Presto
builds a dynamic playlist from your selection... and the party begins. Taking advantage of YouTube for music. Radio.net | The free internet radio service from radio.net brings together more than 30,000 radio stations, online radios and podcasts on a single platform. Radio Paradise | RP is a mix of many styles and genres of music, carefully
selected and mixed by two real people. You will hear modern and classical rock, world music, electronica, even a little classical and jazz. What you don't want to hear are random computer-generated playlists or mind-numbing advertisements. Radionomymy | Tens of thousands of radio stations. RadioTunes | Launched in 2004,
RadioTunes now offers over 80 channels of expertly curated music to listeners worldwide. The channels cover genres from jazz to rock, new age to oldies, and everything in between – and they're always expanding to offer new music choices to their audience! Random Album Generator | Random albums. Random song generator |
Random songs. Adorable | RYM is a community-built music and film database where you can rate, review, catalog and discover new music and movies, as well as participate in the database itself. Reddit | List of music subreddits. RockRadio | Provides more than 30 channels of human-curated rock music. Their mission is to provide the
widest selection of music with the fewest interruptions. Shazam | Not only can they identify the music, but also display charts of top identified tracks around the world. Shoutcast | 76,834 radio stations. Slacker Radio | Slacker provides free and subscription-based access to millions of songs and hundreds of expertly programmed stations,
as well as news, sports and talk online, mobile devices, in-car infotainment systems and consumer electronics platforms. SomaFM | Over 30 unique channels of listener-supported, radio broadcasts to the world. All music handpicked by SomaFM's award-winning DJs and music directors. Songfacts | Songfacts is a searchable database of
song information where you can find out the stories behind the songs, the artists, get the lyrics and watch the videos. SoundCloud | SoundCloud is the world's leading social audio platform where anyone can create sounds and share them anywhere. Recording and uploading sounds to SoundCloud allows people to easily share them
privately with their friends or publicly to blogs, websites and social networks. It only takes a click to share sounds for Twitter, Tumblr, Facebook and Foursquare. SoundCloud can be accessed anywhere using the official iPhone and Android apps, as well as hundreds of creation and sharing apps built on the SoundCloud platform. Spotibot |
Spotibot uses millions of people's listening habits to help you find your new favorites. Simply enter the name of a band you already like. Can listen to generated playlists on Spotify.Spotify | No introduction to this, but just in case ... Spotify lets you find the right music for every moment — on your phone, computer, tablet, and more. There
are millions of tracks on Spotify. So whether you're working out, partying or relaxing, the right music is always at your fingertips. Choose what you want to listen to or let Spotify surprise you. You can also browse music collections of friends, artists and celebrities, or create a radio station and just sit back. Soundtrack your life with Spotify.
Subscribe or listen for free. Spotify developer showcase | Some of the latest applications built with Spotify APIs, SDCs, and other developer tools. Spotify Insights | Spotify Insights provides timely, data-driven articles about how people experience music to journalists, music enthusiasts, students, and other curious parties. As the world's
favorite on-demand music service, Spotify, along with its subsidiary The Echo Nest, includes a universe of data on tens of millions of recordings, what happens when one of them becomes a hit, what it can mean about a person's musical taste if they listen to Roy Orbison instead of Skrillex, and more. Spotify Serendipity | Every second a
track on Spotify is clicked on by multiple people. This tool visually displays and plays the sound of this track on a global map. Spotlistr | Spotlistr is a collection of tools to help you generate Spotify playlists from many different sources! StreamFinder | Discover unique streaming radio stations in their global radio station library. TasteKid |
TasteKid helps you discover new music, movies, TV shows, books, authors, games, and people with shared interests. Uou can get instant suggestions using their recommendation engine, by typing in your favorite things. But you can also hang a little longer, create a taste profile, discover interesting people and learn about cool bands,
movies, books or games from profiler. Topsify | Afspilningslister Afspilningslister spotify from different countries. Torch music | Music discovery via YouTube music videos. Can be much better. TrackItDown | Trackitdown.net is your home for online dance music, offering the very best in music download and editorial features of the biggest
names in dance. The music files offered for download are in a variety of formats, including the 320kbps &amp; lossless WAV Audio format that provides high quality and flexibility. Tunefind | TuneFind helps you find music from your favorite TV shows. TuneIn | Listen to 100,000+ live radio stations, plus on-demand content like podcasts
&amp; shows wherever you go. Ultimate chart | The most popular music based on sales, radio, streaming, &amp; social media. WhatSong | Experience music with the power of movies and TV. YouTube Music | register of YouTube's music channels. Channels.
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